Understanding the microscopic origin of the rheological behavior of soft matter is a long-lasting endeavour. While early efforts concentrated mainly on the relationship between rheology and structure, current research focuses on the role of microscopic dynamics. We present in two companion papers a thorough discussion of how Fourier space-based methods may be coupled to rheology to shed light on the relationship between the microscopic dynamics and the mechanical response of soft systems. In this first companion paper, we report a theoretical, numerical and experimental investigation of dynamic light scattering coupled to rheology. While in ideal solids and simple viscous fluids the displacement field under a shear deformation is purely affine, additional non-affine displacements arise in many situations of great interest, for example in elastically heterogeneous materials or due to plastic rearrangements. We show how affine and non-affine displacements can be separately resolved by dynamic light scattering, and discuss in detail the effect of several non-idealities in typical experiments.
Introduction
Soft matter systems are significantly deformed or even flown by applying modest forces, corresponding to stresses comparable to those due to thermal fluctuations. Consequently, the rheological behavior of soft systems is of great fundamental interest and of paramount importance in technological applications. This makes soft matter rheology the object of a sustained research effort, both in academia and in industry 1 . One of the key questions actively investigated concerns the interplay between the rheological properties of soft systems and their microscopic structure and dynamics. Indeed, structure and dynamics determine the microscopic relaxation processes responsible for the macroscopic mechanical properties of a system and are in turn profoundly modified by externally imposed stresses, e.g. in shear alignment or in shear thinning and thickening.
The interplay between rheology and the microscopic structure and dynamics is currently studied intensively by numerical simulations, as well as experimentally. Separate experiments probing rheological properties on one hand and the microscopic structure and dynamics on the other hand are certainly informative and do provide valuable insight, especially in the linear regime and for stationary, non-thixotropic samples. However, simultaneous mechanical and microscopic measurements are highly desirable, in particular when probing the non-linear regime, where both the rheological response and the microscopic behavior are typically non-stationary and often exhibit sample-to-sample or even run-to-run strong fluctuations, e.g. in the onset of shear bands 2 or in plastic rearrangements with complex spatio-temporal patterns 3, 4 . Optia L2C, University of Montpellier, CNRS, Montpellier, France. E-mail: stefano.aime@umontpellier.fr cal and confocal microscopy are now used by several groups to investigate the sample evolution at the single particle scale, in conjunction with rheology, either by coupling a (confocal) microscope to a commercial rheometer 5, 6 or by using a dedicated shear cell [7] [8] [9] [10] . Microscopy methods allow the tracking of individual particles, thus providing one with the most complete microscopic information. However, microscopy comes with some limitations: typically, particle-based samples are required, and the particle size has to be larger than about 0.5 µm; particles must be fluorescently labelled for confocal microscopy and tracking their position to better than about 0.1 µm requires special care and intensive image processing 11 . Even more importantly, a high spatial resolution, a large field of view, and a high acquisition rate are conflicting requirements, so that one cannot resolve minute displacements with good time resolution while imaging a large portion of the sample. Fourier space techniques, and in particular scattering methods, are an attractive alternative to real-space measurements: although no information can be obtained on individual particles, scattering techniques allow a large sample volume to be probed, with no particular constraint on the temporal resolution. Moreover, particles in a wide range of sizes, from a few nm up to several microns, can be easily studied, as well as polymer-or surfactant-based systems. In this paper, we shall focus on scattering methods. In a companion paper 12 we will discuss Differential Dynamic Microscopy 13, 14 (DDM) coupled to rheology. While DDM is based on microscopy, the data analysis is performed in Fourier space, using a formalism close to that of scattering techniques.
Historically, scattering methods coupled to rheology have been first used to investigate the sample structure [15] [16] [17] , but since the Nineties of the last century, dynamic scattering methods have become increasingly popular as a powerful tool to 1-13 | 1 probe the microscopic dynamics of mechanically driven soft systems [18] [19] [20] . Most experiments have been performed in the highly multiple scattering limit for visible light (Diffusing Wave Spectroscopy, DWS 21 ), thanks to the simplicity of the required optical layout and the high sensitivity of the method, which can detect motion on length scales as small as a fraction of a nm. A few experiments have been performed in the single scattering limit, typically (but not exclusively 22 ) in a small-angle configuration where several scattering angles can be probed at the same time, using both visible light 23 (Dynamic Light Scattering, DLS 24 ) and coherent X-ray radiation 25 (X-photon correlation spectroscopy, XPCS 26 ).
Most scattering experiments have been performed simultaneously to oscillatory rheology, using the so-called echo method 20, 25, 27, 28 , where the evolution of the sample microscopic configuration is measured stroboscopically, by comparing the pattern of the scattered intensity at each cycle, e.g. when the deformation is zero. This protocol allows the irreversible rearrangements to be highlighted and avoids the complications arising when affine and non-affine displacements are to be separately quantified. To address this key point, let us consider the geometry that we shall discuss in this paper, e.g. a plane-plane cell imposing a linear shear deformation, with the unit vectors (û x ,û y ,û z ) pointing in the shear velocity, shear vorticity and shear gradient directions, respectively. For both an ideal solid and a purely viscous fluid, the displacement field is affine:
where e is the cell gap and γ = δ /e the shear deformation imposed by displacing the z = e plane by an amount δ in thê u x direction. Non-affine displacements may arise as a consequence of heterogeneous elastic response 29, 30 , or as a result of non-linearities 31 , or due to plastic rearrangements 27 . They represent additional motion, typically not restricted to the direction of the imposed deformation, on top of the affine deformation field. Clearly, being able to discriminate between affine and non-affine dynamics is mandatory in order to fully characterize the complex interplay between rheology and microscopic dynamics, beyond the idealized case of Eq. 1. In DWS, the microscopic dynamics is quantified by measuring the change of phase of photons undergoing many scattering events in the sample. Since photons propagate following an isotropic, random walk-like path 21 , they probe microscopic displacements along all directions. Hence, DWS is sensitive both to affine and non-affine displacements. For a given macroscopic deformation, it is possible to calculate theoretically the contribution of affine motion to the DWS signal 32, 33 . Any deviations from this behavior can then be ascribed to nonaffine displacements. In practice, however, this approach is difficult to implement, because the approximations required to perform the calculation are not fully met in experiments 33, 34 , and because non-affine motion is typically small in comparison to the affine component. Diffusing Wave Spectroscopy is thus generally restricted to the case where the affine displacements vanish, as in the echo protocol or in stress relaxation tests 35 , where a sample under load is kept at a fixed deformation.
Single scattering, by contrast, probes the dynamics along a well-defined direction, controlled by the experimental geometry. It is therefore possible to selectively probe motion along any of the (û x ,û y ,û z ) directions, thereby allowing affine and non-affine dynamics to be discriminated. This paves the way to measurements of the microscopic dynamics in a wide variety of rheological tests, including steady shear rate or creep tests, currently extensively used to understand the yield transition of amorphous soft solids 36, 37 , or oscillatory tests beyond the echo protocol, where surprising effects such as 'reversible plasticity' may be unveiled by inspecting the dynamics throughout the whole oscillation cycle 38, 39 . As we shall show it in the following, the ability of single scattering to resolve motion along one single direction (e.g. along the vorticity directionû y ) relies on several assumptions: the sample must be illuminated by an infinitely extended plane wave, the collection optics must be aberration-free, and the size of the detector along the direction orthogonal to the one selected (e.g. along the shear directionû x ) must be vanishingly small. Clearly, these conditions cannot be strictly met in experiments.
In this paper, we derive analytical expressions that quantify the decay of correlation functions measured in DLS as a result of both affine and non-affine displacements, taking into account the effect of non-ideal experimental conditions. We provide guidelines for mitigating or correcting for the contributions to the correlation functions arising from non-ideal conditions and successfully test our predictions against experiments and numerical simulations. Although we will focus on simple shear coupled to a small-angle DLS setup, the results presented here are general and can be easily adapted to different experimental layouts, e.g. to a backscattering geometry. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Sec. 2 we briefly introduce the samples used for the tests, the DLS apparatus, the shear cell, and the simulation methods. In Sec. 3 we develop a theoretical model of DLS under shear, starting from a discussion of the effect of a simple translation of the sample, and then presenting results for a purely affine deformation and the general case with both affine and non-affine microscopic dynamics. At each step, we show experimental and numerical data that validate our theoretical approach. We recapitulate our main findings and make some concluding remarks in Sec. 4. For the reader's convenience, Appendix 1 lists all the symbols used in the paper, whereas Appendix 2 contains a more detailed derivation of the analytical results presented in the text.
Materials and methods

Samples
For studying the effect of a pure sample translation, quasi-2D random scatterers were prepared by sandblasting microscope glass slides (sandblaster Otelo OTMT with aluminium oxide particles of diameter 30 µm). A commercial linear stage (Linear Stage UMR8.25A, by Newport) coupled to a stepper motor (Newport Precision Motorized Actuator LTA-HS) with a nominal precision of 1 µm was used to impose a controlled displacement in theû x direction. The actual displacement was measured to within an accuracy of about 60 nm using the speckle imaging technique described in 40, 41 .
As a model sample for investigating 3D shear, we prepared polyacrylamide (PA) gels by polymerizing acrylamide monomers and (bis)acrylamide cross-linkers, using a freeradical polymerization reaction as described in 42 . TiO 2 nanoparticles were added to the monomer solution at a concentration of around 0.01%. The particle diameter is 0.3 µm (resp., 0.5 µm) for the scattering experiments (resp., for microscopy observations, see below). In order to thoroughly disperse the TiO 2 particles, the solution was sonicated for roughly 2h and then filtered before adding the initiators.
Shear cell
For measurements under shear, the home-made plane-plane shear cell described in 23 was used. The cell consists of two glass plates confining the sample in a gap ranging from e = 300 µm to e = 1500 µm. To reduce slip, the inner surfaces of the glass plates are frosted, leaving a small transparent window (of surface a few mm 2 ) in order to optically probe the sample during deformation. The deformation was imposed and measured as for the 2D samples. The typical accuracy on the strain measurement is of the order of 0.01%.
Small-angle DLS apparatus
Dynamic light scattering experiments are performed using the custom-made apparatus described in 43 , allowing simultaneous measurements at scattering angles in the range 0.4 deg ≤ θ ≤ 25 deg, corresponding to scattering vectors q = 2k sin θ /2 in the range 0.1 µm −1 ≤ q ≤ 5 µm −1 , where k = 2πnλ −1 is the wave vector of the incoming beam, with n the refractive index of the solvent and λ = 0.633 µm the in-vacuo wave length of the laser source. A simplified scheme of the DLS apparatus is shown in Fig. 1a) . The setup uses the typical far-field configuration, where the detector (the 2D sensor of a CMOS camera) is placed in the focal plane of a lens collecting the light scattered by the sample, often termed the Fourier lens. In this configuration, light scattered at the same θ and the same azimuthal angle (with respect to the directionû z of the incoming beam) is conveyed to a single point on the detector, irrespective of the location of the scatterers in the sample. The incident beam has a Gaussian shape, with a 1/e 2 radius w = 0.45 mm at the sample position, and radius w 0 = 0.444 mm in the beam waist, where the radius is minimal 44 . The focal length of the Fourier lens is f = 17.3 mm. The images collected by the detector have a distinctive grainy appearance, with dark and bright spots termed speckles, arising from the interference of the photons scattered by the sample 45 . In order to extract information on the dynamics, we quantify the temporal fluctuations of the speckles by calculating the degree of correlation between a pair of images taken at time t and t + τ 24, 46 :
Here, I p (t) is the intensity at time t of the p−th pixel and the average is over a set of pixels or region of interest (ROI) corresponding to a well-defined q vector. For the optical layout sketched in Fig. 1 and q = q xûx (respectively, q = q yûy ), the ROI is centered around the position ( f tan θû x , 0) (respectively, around the position (0, f tan θû y ), see Ref. 43 for more details. Throughout this paper, the loss of correlation will be due exclusively to the imposed shear deformation or sample translation: the temporal variable τ in Eq. 2 will be then replaced by γ or δ , respectively. The intensity correlation function is related to the field correlation function by the Siegert relation 24 , which for the case, e.g., of a sheared 3D sample reads:
where the (complex) scattered electric field is given by
with r j the (γ-or δ -dependent) coordinates of the j−th particle and where the sum runs over N scatterers. In writing Eq. 4, we have assumed with no loss of generality that all particles are identical and we have neglected any q dependence of the scattering from an individual particle, i.e. we have set to unity the form factor 24 . Note that in contrast to the usual expression of E S we have included the possibility that the incoming electric field E in varies spatially (both in phase and amplitude), to account for deviations with respect to illumination by a perfect, infinitely extended plane wave.
Numerical simulations
Numerical simulations of the scattering signal associated to a given sample deformation were performed by generating a 3D random set of scatterers with the same size as the experimental sample and by propagating the scattered field from the sample to the detector plane, where E S is obtained from Eq. 4. For each pixel location, the scattered intensity is then calculated as |E S | 2 ; the simulated speckle patterns are then analyzed as the experimental ones, i.e. using Eq 2. For the experimental data to be easily compared to theory and simulations, all correlation functions were normalized such that g 2 (q, 0) − 1 = 1.
Measurements of non-affine displacements by optical microscopy
For checking purposes, non-affine displacements of the TiO 2 tracer particles in the PA gels were also measured in real space by coupling the shear cell to a bright field microscope, whose condenser diaphragm was fully open in order to reduce the depth of focus. The in-plane non-affine displacements were measured for different depths z and averaged over all particles. We use a custom python code built from the Trackpy Python package 47 to track the colloidal particles. The non-affine displacements measured by microscopy are compared to those obtained by DLS. Additionally, they are used to obtain a reference value for numerical simulations, where non-affinity is introduced by adding to the affine displacement field a random, isotropic and Gaussian-distributed extra-contribution, in such a way that the resulting rms displacement matches the one measured by microscopy.
Dynamic Light Scattering for a sheared sample
Equation 4 shows that all scatterers contribute to the signal detected in a DLS experiment via phase terms: this is what makes DLS such a powerful and sensitive technique to probe the sample dynamics. Indeed, every change in the r j coordinates has an impact on the scattered field, and thus on the correlation function, Eq. 2. Under a shear deformation, the affine displacement field produces a loss of correlation that can be calculated from Eq. 3 and the Siegert relation. In the presence of non-affine displacements, the particles' displacement contains and additional term: ∆r j = ∆r
The non-affine contribution R results in a different, generally faster decay of g 2 − 1, as compared to the case of a purely affine deformation. In this section we will show how to decouple the two contributions, by quantifying the average non-affine displacement and 'filtering out' the decorrelation due to the affine deformation.
To this end, it is useful to proceed by steps. Equation 1 indicates that a 3D sample deformed affinely may be modeled by a set of Σ z planes perpendicular to the optical axis, rigidly translating by a z-dependent amount δ z = γzû x . The decay of g 2 − 1 will then contain a first contribution due to the rigid translation of each plane, plus a second contribution arising from the relative motion of different Σ z slices. We will thus start by considering the simple case of a 2D sample that rigidly translates along the x axis, discussing all the factors that contribute to the loss of correlation (Sec.3.1). We will then address the more complicated situation of a 3D sample composed of a stack of Σ z slices (Sec. 3.2). Finally, in Sec. 3.3 we will discuss the general case of both affine and non-affine displacements.
Rigid translation of a 2D sample
We model a 2D sample by a set of scatterers with positions r j such that r j ·û z = z = const and refer to it as to a Σ z plane. We consider the case of a rigid translation δ = γzû x of such plane. If the incident beam was an ideal plane wave, infinitely extended in theû x ,û y directions perpendicular to the propagation direction, the term E in in Eq. 4 would be space-independent and could be factored out of the sum. It is then easy to show that the intensity correlation function g 2 − 1 would be invariant under a sample translation, since the total electric field would change only by a phase factor exp (−iq · δ) as the sample drifts. This is why DLS is commonly regarded as a technique sensitive to the relative motion of the scatterers, not to their global drift. However, ideal plane wave conditions cannot be fully met in experiments: the incoming beam has a finite cross section, often with a radial intensity modulation, e.g. a Gaussian profile. In this section we thus discuss the decorrelation expected for rigid translations under a non-uniform incident electric field.
Intuitively, it is clear that translations larger than the beam size lead to the full decay of g 2 , since they completely change the set of illuminated scatterers. Even when the sample is translated by an amount smaller than the scattering volume diameter, some loss of correlation is expected if the sample illumination is not uniform: as the sample is translated, each scatterer receives a varying illuminating field, which will modify the relative weight of the terms in the sum of Eq. 4 and thus the scattered intensity. To quantify this effect, we consider the realistic case of a Gaussian laser beam propagating along the z axis in the paraxial approximation 48 :
where (r, z) are radial and axial cylindrical coordinates along the optical axis, w(z) = w 0 1 + (z/a) 2 is the beam 1/e 2 radius and ρ(z) = z[1 + (a/z) 2 ] is the radius of curvature of the wavefront, as a function of the position z along the optical axis. Here a = 1 2 kw 2 0 is the depth of the Rayleigh region, i.e. the region centered around z = 0 where the laser beam can be considered approximatively plane and collimated.
Using this expression in Eqs. 4 and 3, the intensity correlation function is found to be:
with δ the translation vector, along the x axis. As anticipated, the intensity pattern decorrelates significantly when the 2D object translation is comparable to the beam size. Interestingly, Eq. 6 shows that the relevant length scale is w 0 , the beam size at the beam waist (z = 0), regardless of the actual z position of the sample. This is because the increase of the beam size w(z) and the decrease of the radius of curvature ρ(z) as the sample departs from the beam waist exactly compensate each other, leading to the simple expression in the far r.h.s. of Eq. 6. According to Eq. 6, the decay of g 2 − 1 should not depend on the scattering vector. However, Fig. 2 shows that the experimental correlation functions decay increasingly rapidly at large q. We now show that this q-dependence is due to the optical aberrations and deviations from the paraxial approximation, which become increasingly important at large q. As far as speckle decorrelation is concerned, the most relevant effect is the fact that the focal surface is curved and not planar, as in the paraxial, aberrations-free approximation. Thus, it is impossible that all points of a flat detector lay in the focal surface. The situation is schematized in Fig. 1b) , where ε is the offset along theû z direction of the detector point A, with respect to the focal surface. Figure 1b) shows that under these conditions the point A collects light issued by the whole illuminated sample, but with a scattering angle that slightly depends on the scatterer position. The scattered light collected in A appears to originate from a point A' located before the sample and conjugated to A by the Fourier lens. The z component of the distance AA', denoted by R, plays a key role in the following. Asakura and Takai 49 have studied mixed spatio-temporal intensity correlation functions describing the 
Open symbols: correlation function as obtained from the height of the peak in the spatio-temporal crosscorrelation, see text for details. Black line: Eq. 7 evaluated for X = X peak = σ δ. Inset: cut of the intensity spatio-temporal crosscorrelation, Eq. 7, along the translation directionû x , plotted for different values of δ , as indicated by the legend (in mm), and for q = 3.79 µm −1 . Symbols: experimental data; lines: fits via Eq. 7.
evolution of the speckle pattern generated by a translating object placed at an arbitrary distance from the detector. Their key result was that a sample translation results in general in a combination of a translation of the speckle pattern and random fluctuations of the speckle intensity ('boiling'). We thus expect both contributes to exist in our experiment, unlike the ideal case of a detector placed exactly in the focal surface and a sample in the beam waist, for which the speckle pattern is reconfigured with no overall drift.
We adapt the results of Ref. 49 to the geometry described here, and define a spatio-temporal intensity crosscorrelation
2 , where r and X are vectors in the sensor plane. For a translating sample illuminated by a Gaussian beam (Eq. 5), one finds:
where ∆ = R/(kw) is the speckle size, σ = 1 + R/ρ, and X the relative position of two points on the sensor whose intensity is crosscorrelated. For X = 0, Eq. 7 reduces to the standard pixel-by-pixel intensity correlation function, Eq. 3. In this case, one retrieves g 2 − 1 = exp(−δ 2 /l 2 ), similarly to Eq. 6, but with a faster decay, since w 0 is replaced by a shorter
characteristic length l given by
The ideal case of far field scattering (achieved when the detector images the focal surface of the Fourier lens) corresponds to the R → ∞ limit, where we retrieve as a characteristic length l = w 0 , as in Eq. 6. On the other hand, a nonvanishing deviation ε of the detector position with respect to the focal surface can be described in terms of a finite value R(ε) ≈ f 2 /ε, which results in a faster decorrelation. Both optical aberrations (embedded in σ , via R) and wavefront curvature (embedded again in σ , via ρ) tend to enhance the system sensitivity to rigid translations, which is not desired if one aims to detect non-affine rearrangements. Moreover, equation 7 suggests that both effects have the same physical nature: as a consequence of either one, a collective drift motion superimposes to the normal, 'boiling' decorrelation of the speckle pattern. Indeed, when ρ or R assume finite values, it is easy to see from Eq. 7 that the maximum correlation is achieved for a non-null X value, which reflects the presence of a global drift that adds up to the 'boiling' decorrelation (see inset of Fig. 2) . To correct the data for this effect, one can follow the collective speckle translation by tracking the position X peak = σ δ of the crosscorrelation peak. The drift-corrected value of g 2 − 1 is then taken as the height of the peak, i.e. the value of the spatio-temporal crosscorrelation for X = X peak . Following this strategy, one finds that the corrected g 2 − 1 decays with the sample drift as
The open symbols in the main graph of Fig. 2 show the driftcorrected intensity correlation function: in contrast to the usual pixel-by-pixel correlation function (solid symbols), the decay of g 2 − 1 with sample displacement δ is q-independent and very well accounted for by Eq. 7 (line). To summarize, in this section we have shown that the finite size of the beam, the curvature of the wavefront impinging on the sample, and optical aberrations all contribute to the decay of the intensity correlation function upon translating a 2D sample. When correcting for the speckle drift, there is no q dependence in these effects. Finally, the decay of the correlation function is negligible for δ << w, i.e. when the sample translation is (much) smaller than the beam size.
Affine deformation of a 3D sample
The case of a 3D object undergoing an affine deformation can be treated by decomposing the sample in slices, each of which translates by a z-dependent amount. The decay of g2 − 1 contains a first contribution due to the rigid translation of each slice, as well as a second contribution arising from the relative motion of scatterers belonging to distinct slices. In the ideal case where an infinite plane wave illuminates the sample and the detector is in the focal plane, the first contribution does not lead to a loss of correlation, while the second one is readily computed (see Appendix 2 for details). One finds
where q x = q ·û x is the component of the scattering vector parallel to the shear direction and sinc(x) = x −1 sin(x). Equation 10 illustrates the ability of DLS to selectively measure affine or non-affine displacements, as mentioned in Sec. 1. Indeed, if the azimuthal orientation of the scattering vector is chosen such that q x = 0, g 2 − 1 is insensitive to affine displacements. Any decay of the correlation function that may be observed is then to be ascribed to non-affine dynamics. The scheme of Fig. 1a) illustrates a geometry where the scattering vector is orthogonal to the shear direction: the scattered rays belong to the (y, z) plane and hence q x = 0 (we remind that q = k sc − k in , with k in and k sc the wave vector of the incident and scattered light, respectively). Note that the loss of correlation depends on the variable γe, i.e. the relative displacement of the two plates confining the sample. Thus, for a given γ, thinner samples exhibit a smaller loss of correlation. When the finite beam size and wavefront curvature are taken into account, the expression for g 2 − 1 or, equivalently, for g 1 = √ g 2 − 1, become more complicated, but remains independent of q y . In Appendix 2 we provide an expression for g 1 for a sample in the waist of a Gaussian beam (see Eq. 15 in Appendix 2). The thin sample (e w) and high-q x (q x e γw 2 ) limits of this expression reduce to the simpler Eq. 10. We test these expressions for a scattering vector parallel to the shear direction in Fig. 3 . The inset shows g 2 − 1 as a function of the imposed shear deformation γ, for simulations (large symbols) and for one experimental run on a PA gel (small black dots). The lines are the result of the numerical integration of Eq. 15 in Appendix 2: an excellent agreement is observed between theory and simulations. The main plot shows the same data, plotted vs the scaled variable q x γe/2. The experimental data and the simulations for e ≤ 200 µm fall onto a single master curve, well reproduced by the simple form of Eq. 10 (line). Additional experimental data for several scattering vectors in the range 0.1 µm −1 < q x < 4 µm −1 also fall onto the same master curve (data not shown to avoid overcrowding the plot). Since here w = 450 µm, this indicates that the thin sample expression mathematically derived for e w actually remains valid up to the somehow more relaxed regime e w. For e > w, by contrast, g 2 − 1 significantly departs from Eq. 10 and the numerical integration of the full expression, Eq. 15, is required to account for the simulations.
A key point that has to be taken into account in realistic simulations and in experiments is the finite size of the ROIs over which the intensity correlation function is averaged (see Eq. 2). Since the ROIs must contain a sizeable number of speckles in order to achieve a good statistics, it is impossible to measure g 2 − 1 for a q vector exclusively oriented in theû y direction: any viable ROI will correspond to a range of q vectors with a finite x component. This potentially limits the feasibility of the strategy outlined above for measuring non-affine displacements, which in principle requires to acquire g 2 − 1 for a q vector with no component along the shear directionû x .
To explore this issue, we show in Fig. 4 correlation functions obtained from simulations, where the data have been analyzed using a ROI corresponding to q y in the range 0.1 − 10 µm −1 and various q x , expressed here in terms of the ROI size alongû x , in pixels (1 pixel corresponds indicatively to 5 × 10 −3 µm −1 ). The results are independent of q y : we thus show data averaged over all q y . The curve for the thinnest ROI (5 pixel alongû x ) is almost flat up to γ ≈ 1. This demonstrates that under realistic conditions one can indeed measure a correlation function that is sensitive essentially only to nonaffine displacements, up to a shear deformation of order one. This comes however at the expenses of statistics: since the ROI is relatively small, large fluctuations are seen in the data, as shown by the error bars, which quantify the standard deviation of g 2 − 1 over 20 independent runs. As the size of the ROI alongû x is increased, the statistics improves significantly, but g 2 − 1 start decaying at smaller strains. The lines are theoretical expectations obtained by numerically averaging Eq. 15 over the range of q x associated to the ROI. They are in excellent agreement with the simulations, indicating that the simple theory developed here can be used to quantitatively predict the impact of the ROI width, thereby providing valuable guidance for the optimization of the analysis parameters.
Based on Eq. 15, one expects that the impact of the ROI width on g 2 − 1 varies also with the sample thickness e. The main plot of Fig. 4 rationalizes the dependence on e, showing that data for different widths and a given cell gap fall onto the same master curve, provided that g 2 − 1 is plotted against a scaled shear deformation, q w γe/4. Here, q w quantifies the width of the ROIs, which extend from −q w to q w in theû x direction. The shape of these master curves depend on e; remarkably, they collapse on top of each other in the thin sample limit. Again, a very good agreement is found between the correlation functions obtained by simulations and their theoretical expression (lines in the main plot of Fig. 4) .
To recapitulate the main findings for DLS under a purely affine displacement field, we have shown that the intensity correlation function decays faster (i.e. at smaller strains) for thicker samples. In the limit e w the effects of the finite beam size are negligible. Under these conditions, correlation functions for q parallel to the shear direction depend only on the scaled variable eγ. In experiments and realistic simulations, the finite x component of the scattering vectors associated to a ROI has to be taken into account, even when the ROI corresponds essentially to the direction orthogonal to the applied shear. This (albeit small) x component is responsible for the decay of g 2 − 1, which can be rationalized using the scaled variable q w eγ. Finally, we emphasize that for the purely affine deformation discussed so far, the dynamics are always independent of q y .
Probing non-affine displacements
In Fig. 3 we have shown that experimental correlation functions for a PA gel, measured at q vectors oriented parallel to the shear direction, agree well with numerical and theoretical predictions for a purely affine deformation. We now inspect data from the same experiment, but analyzed for a scattering vector oriented in the perpendicular directionû y . The results are shown in Fig. 5 (small solid points) , together with the corresponding correlation functions obtained by theory and simulations using ROIs of the same size as in the experiment (width alongû x = 10 pixels) and assuming a purely affine deformation (thick black line and small symbols connected by lines for theory and simulations, respectively). The experimental data deviate strongly from theory and simulations, both quantitatively and qualitatively: the decay of the experimental g 2 − 1 occurs at much smaller strains γ and depends strongly on q y .
We attribute this discrepancy to non-affine displacements in the PA gel that were not taken into account in the simulations nor in the theory. In Sec. 1 we mentioned several mechanisms that may lead to a non-affine component of the displacement field. In the experiments, the applied strain is relatively modest, γ ≤ 0.3. Rheology measurements indicate that in this regime the sample response is essentially γ-independent (see Fig. 6a) ), suggesting negligible non-linear effects and plasticity. We thus propose that non-affinity stems from spatial fluctuations of the elastic shear modulus G, as reported in Ref. 30 for similar PA gels. Indeed, in real samples inhomogeneities are always present at a microscopic scale; from a mechanical point of view they can be described by local fluctuations of the shear modulus: G(x) = G + δ G(x), with G = G(x) the spatially-averaged shear modulus and δ G(x) = 0. Due to these fluctuations, the sample deformation locally deviates from affinity, originating a non-affine displacement field R (x) that adds up to the affine one. Note that we expect the non-affine component to be small in comparison to the affine one, since correlation functions measured in the shear direction are well reproduced by the affine component alone (see correlation functions obtained from theory (Eq. 11) and simulations, respectively, assuming Gaussian-distributed non-affine particle displacements, with a rms value given by Eq. 11. In simulations, data are averaged over N = 50 independent runs and error bars represent the run-to-run standard deviation. In both theory and simulations, a generalized diffusion coefficient c = 30 µm 2 was used.
the small black dots in Fig. 3) .
The non-affine displacement field may be quantified by its γ-dependent mean squared value, referred to as the non-affine parameter A in Ref. 30 , and related to the local shear modulus fluctuations. Under reasonable assumptions 29, 30 , the nonaffine parameter grows quadratically with the macroscopic deformation:
where the rms displacement per unit squared shear deformation, c, is a generalized diffusion coefficient, by analogy to Brownian diffusion originating from thermal fluctuations, with γ 2 playing the role of time in ordinary diffusion. In order to test whether the decay of g 2 − 1 observed in the experiments for q in theû y direction can indeed by ascribed to non-affine displacements, we measure A in independent microscopy experiments, where the motion of the tracer particles is tracked while applying a shear deformation to the sample. obtained by averaging the displacements of all particles at a distance z from the immobile plate follows is linear, thus ruling out slip and shear banding. For larger strains, slip starts occurring close to the immobile plate (data not shown). Data with slip are disregarded in the calculation of A ; moreover, we assume that the non-affine displacements are isotropic and multiply the non-affine parameter obtained by 2D microscopy by a factor of 3/2, in order to obtain the 3D A . Figure 6c) shows A vs the imposed shear deformation in a double logarithmic plot. The quadratic law, Eq. 11, fits very well the data (line), yielding c = 75 ± 15 µm 2 .
To model the effect of non-affine displacements on the intensity correlation function, we assume that R (r, γ) is isotropically distributed and spatially uncorrelated on the length scales of interest, as indicated by the microscopy experiments. Under these conditions, Eq. 10 can be modified to take into account non-affinity by introducing a new Gaussian term:
The argument of the exponential is motivated by the analogy between cγ 2 , the non-affine msd under shear and 6Dt, the msd in Brownian diffusion, for which 24 g 2 − 1 = e −2q 2 Dt . The dashed lines in Fig. 5 show the correlation functions obtained for various q via Eq. 12, with c = 30 µm 2 . An excellent agreement is seen with both simulations (performed using the same c value) and experiments, thus validating the modelling. The generalized diffusion coefficient c found in DLS experiments is about one half of that measured by optical microscopy: since the two experiments are performed on distinct samples, this discrepancy most like stems from sample-to-sample variations in the spatial fluctuations of the elastic modulus. Equation 12 shows that the dominating contribution to the decay of g 2 − 1 depends on how fast each term on the r.h.s. decreases with increasing γ. Non-affinities are best measured when the Gaussian term decays faster than the sinc 2 term, i.e. for q x < q √ c/e. In other words, DLS can detect non-affine rearrangements provided that the ROI used for the data analysis is 'thin' enough, i.e. has a small enough size along the shear directionû x . Correlation functions obtained from 'thick' ROIs, by contrast, will be dominated by the affine contribution.
In practice, determining whether or not the thin ROI condition is met may not be trivial, since the upper bound for q x depends on c, which is not known a priori. One way to address this issue is to quantify the characteristic shear deformation γ R at which g 2 − 1 decays and investigate how this quantity depends on the thickness of the ROI: the thin ROI limit will correspond to the regime where γ R is independent of the ROI thickness and the decay of g 2 − 1 is fully dominated by the second factor in the r.h.s. of Eq. 12. We demonstrate this approach in Fig. 7 , where we analyze the experimental and numerical correlation functions of Fig. 5 . We quantify the thickness of the ROI by q w , the maximum of the q x component associated to a ROI, as in the discussion of Fig. 4 . We obtain γ R from a compressed exponential fit of the correlation function: g 2 (q, q w , γ) − 1 = exp [−(γ/γ R (q, q w )) p ], where we have explicitly indicated that γ R and thus g 2 − 1 depend on both the modulus of the scattering vector and the ROI thickness q w . Figure 7 shows γ R normalized by its q w → 0 limit, as a function of the the ROI width q w normalized by q. Two regimes are clearly seen for both simulations and experiments: at low q w /q (thin ROI regime), γ R is independent of q w , while for thicker ROIs γ R decreases as q −1 w , as expected when the sinc 2 term in Eq. 12 controls the decay of g 2 − 1. By comparing the open and crossed small symbols obtained by simulating samples with two different gaps, one can see that the crossover between the two regimes depends on the sample thickness e, as expected from Eq. 12. We find that an empirical expression that describes well the full behavior of γ R across the two regimes is given by
where γ So far, we have neglected the contribution due to the finite beam size, which was not included in Eq. 12. Indeed, even in the absence of non-affine rearrangements, a q w -independent plateau would eventually be reached at low q w (thin ROI limit) when the translation δ of the moving plate becomes comparable to the beam size w, as discussed in Sec. 3.1. This corresponds to a critical strain γ th ≈ w e : for γ ≥ γ th , finite beam effects dominate and detecting any extra contribution due to non-affine displacements becomes increasingly difficult. Nonaffine dynamics are therefore best seen when the characteristic strain γ 0 introduced in Eq. 13 is smaller than γ th . Recalling that γ 0 = q −1 c/3 and that q ≈ q y in experiments designed to detect non-affine displacements, the condition γ 0 ≤ γ th is re-casted in the form q y e/(w √ c) (where we have dropped a factor of √ 3 for simplicity), which may be fulfilled by decreasing the gap and increasing the beam size.
The effect of the finite beam size can be seen in the simulation data of Fig. 7 for the smallest q vectors (see e.g. data for q y ≤ 0.43 µm −1 for the gap e = 580 µm). As shown by the horizontal dashed lines of Fig. 7 , for these scattering vectors, γ R deviates from the master curve described by Eq. 13 and saturates at values much lower than γ 0 (q), the expected q w → 0 limit. Note that for the thinner cell with e = 58 µm, the effect of the finite beam size becomes relevant only at much lower q vectors (see the crossed data points for q y ≤ 0.05 µm −1 ), in agreement with the scaling with the gap of the q y e/(w √ c) condition.
To recapitulate the main findings of this section, we have shown that non-affine displacements may be resolved by measuring correlation functions for q vectors oriented perpendicular to the shear direction. Non-affine dynamics can be unambiguously quantified by DLS provided that i) the width of the ROI in the shear direction is small enough (q w < q √ c/e); ii) the y component of the probed scattering vector is large enough or the sample thin enough (q y e/(w √ c)). These bounds depend on the generalized diffusion coefficient c, which is not known a priori. However, the scaling plot of Fig. 7 and Eq. 13 provide consistency checks allowing one to verify a posteriori whether or not the measured dynamics is due only to non-affine displacements.
Conclusions
In this work we have shown how DLS may be coupled to a shear cell in order to probe affine displacements and non-affine rearrangements. Correlation functions measured for a q vector oriented parallel to the direction of the applied shear are in principle sensitive to both affine and non-affine displacements. In practice, however, affine displacements typically dominate over non-affine ones (at least in the interesting regime corresponding to the onset of non-linear behavior), such that data for q ≈ q x essentially probe affine displacements. Measuring the affine component is a powerful tool to check for the occurrence of wall slip or shear banding: any deviation from an ideal affine deformation profile would result in correlation functions that depart from the expected theoretical form discussed in the previous sections.
Non-affine dynamics are accessible by measuring correlation functions for a q vector oriented perpendicularly to the shear direction. Under realistic conditions, these correlation functions may contain additional contributions not due to nonaffine displacements. These unwanted contributions can be neglected under appropriate experimental conditions. The most important role is played by the finite q x component of the ROIs over which g 2 − 1 is averaged. This component has to be minimized in order to suppress the spurious decay due to the affine deformation. In practice, choosing ROIs with a width alongû x smaller than about 5 pixels is sufficient. We emphasize that the relevant parameter is the absolute value of the ROI width, not the ratio q x /q y . Thus, the same (small) width should be used for all ROIs, irrespective of the magnitude of the scattering vector.
Another source of spurious decorrelation stems from the rigid translation of scatterers. A cell with counter-moving plates and a stagnation plane in z = e/2 would reduce this effect. Furthermore, this contribution may be reduced by increasing the lateral size of the beam and by decreasing the sample thickness. Thinner samples also help in mitigating the effect of the finite ROI width; additionally, in the e w regime the decay of g 2 − 1 is easier to describe with analytical models. Finally, optical aberrations and the curvature of the wavefront impinging on the sample spuriously accelerate the decay of the correlation function. This artifact can be reduced by placing the sample in the beam waist, where the wavefront is plane, and can be fully corrected for using the spatiotemporal crosscorrelation method described in Sec. 3.1. Similarly to the term arising from the sample translation, this contribution becomes negligible in the thin sample limit, e w.
As a final remark, we note that although some care must be taken in order to optimize the experimental parameters, none of the required conditions discussed above is impractical to meet. Indeed, typical small-angle light scattering apparatuses use a beam with w in the range 0.5 -10 mm. When coupled to a shear cell with a gap e in the range 0.3-1 mm, which can be easily achieved, such an apparatus will operate in the thin sample limit, where all the above conditions are easily met for the typical range of accessible q vectors. We thus hope that DLS coupled to rheology will become an increasigly popular method to probe the microscopic dynamics of soft systems under shear.
the derivation is to realize that the double sum ∑ j,l over the scatterers resulting from injecting Eq. 4 into Eq. 3 actually reduces to a single sum over the self terms (i = l), whereas the cross terms (i = l) vanish for uncorrelated scatterer positions. This simple sum can be evaluated by casting it into an integral weighted by the density functional: n(r) = ∑ j δ 3 (r − r j ), where δ 3 (r) is the three-dimensional Dirac's delta. If the scatterers are distributed homogeneously in the scattering volume, the integral reduces to:
